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deadtruth the dark path ahead plaza. deadtruth the dark path ahead gameplay. deadtruth the dark path ahead trainer. deadtruth
the dark path ahead

Hello fellow gamers! I'd like to give my opinion about this game, it's just an opinion =) . Taking in consideration this game was
totally made by just one person, which means design, programming, music, sound effects, the game plot, story and some other
points on, I'd like to say: Pros: -The story plot it's very clear since the beginning until the end; -The graphics aren't the best in the
world, but like this, it give us some of the "gore" aspect of the game; -Some scenes are shown, they are very interesting and very
realistic; -The insane state it's very awsome; -And, for people who like to see some jumpscares, the game have a quite. Cons:
-Overall game shadows, some of the item, are pixelated and the protagonist character "us" doesn't have a shadow; -The game
puzzles and such as discovering items are way very dificult, the game has a lot of "stuckers"; -The enemies that exist in the game
are way too powerful and we need to find ways to kill them (This can actually be an interesting thing, up to each one of you,
hehe); -The batteries are not renewed after you die, that means, if you die a lot of times, you end up without battery. -The
lockers actually are there, but they don't have much usage, since you can only hide in them before you get noticed by the
enemies.. I tried to get on with this game but its just annoying. If there is anything on the floor like boxes cones etc I get stuck,
in episode 2 I find myself in a dark room and there are 2 doors which say I need a key or break the door down great I find an
axe and a key and then a dog had entered the room luckily for me I have an axe, but NO the axe doesnt touch the dog having
tried 4 times to hit the damn thing. So the Deadtruth is I cannot recommend that you buy this its a Dark Path Ahead to
annoyance and frustration.
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